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what the facts are. We are not afraid of science. We know that true science and

the Bible always fit together.. ",: .., ...

The more we learn the more we find that there are great mysteries which we do

not yet, know. A most interesting illustration, of this 'fact is shown, in something

that has. occurred within my own Ufetime.

Thirty, years agotheré was :a string, of 'restaurants, in the eastern part of the

United, States, which' stated, on every. menu just. 110W: many calories each order of food

contained. These, menus were so,arrangedas,t.o rnake;it easyfor the person dining

to construct for himself a scientific meal, having Just the right number of calories,

and also the right proportion of proteins, carbohydrates, , ond so forth*,

Today we.know that a man could follow those rules. most. carefully, and yet could

deteriorate and die. because of actual starvation. During the past 40 years the vita

mins have been discovered, and thus a whole. series of chemical substances have

become known to us which were completely undreamed of 40 years ago. Almost in

finitesimal amounts of some of these are necessary for, the maintenance of life and

well-being; if they are taken away we suffer al sorts of bad results, and even

death may come in certain cases. The very existence of vitamins was unknown 40

years ago. The science.of bto-'chemistry has made tremendous strides in recent

years, and has shown us how much ere is in the universe that we, never even thought

of before. Today people are, so interested in getting the right amount of vitamins that

sometimes they even forget that anything else enters into securing a proper diet.

Who knows but that in future years we rnay.d.tscovor still other factors, today

not even dreamed of, that are equally vital to our, life, which we are now getting

from our food or in some other way,,, in accordance with..God's provision. Science

has only, begun ..to scratch the surface of the vast multitude of substances and principles
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